Extensive ab initio study of the electronic states of SCl including spin-orbit coupling.
The effect of different basis sets for calculation of the spectroscopic constants of the ground state of sulfur monochloride (SCl) was analyzed using scalar relativistic multireference configuration interaction with single and double excitations plus Davidson correction. Then the generally contracted all-electronic correlation-consistent polarized valence quintuple zeta basis sets were selected to compute the electronic states of SCl including 12 valence and 9 Rydberg lambda-S states. The spin-orbit coupling effect was calculated via the state interaction approach with the full Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian. This effect splits these lambda-S states into 42 omega states. Potential-energy curves of all these states are plotted with the help of the avoided crossing rule between the electronic states of the same symmetry. The structural properties of these states are analyzed. Spectroscopic constants of bound excited states that have never been observed in experiment are obtained. The transition dipole moments and the Franck-Condon factors of several transitions from low-lying bound excited states to the ground state were also calculated.